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ABSTRACT
Slice SRAM loopfilterMemory storage is crucial power factor in H.264/AVC video 69% 5% motion-comp

decoding system. In this paper, we exploit three-level of memory ensation
hierarchy to break the data dependency and reduce the number of 4|intra predictor
access for external memory. Further, we apply line-pixel-lookahead ....

(LPL) scheme to make a compromise between power consumption Syntax 1%
and internal memory cost. Experimental results prove that about 50%o Parser
of memory power reduction can be achieved as compared to VL-FIFO 30/oSDRAM_ctrl
comparable decoders without exploiting memory hierarchy [1][2]. 15% 1%

Mic IC_aa CAVLC
2% ard 0%

1. INTRODUCTION 0%

While there has been much work studying memory performance FIGURE 1: THE POWER PROFILING OF H.264/AVC DECODING SYSTEM.
for scientific and general-purpose applications, this paper focuses on
the need of H.264/AVC video applications. H.264/AVC achieves SDRAM SDRAM SDRAM SDRAM
high compression ratio since it adequately utilizes the neighboring SDA SDA S A
pixels to obtain a reliable predictor and reduces the prediction errors. 32b 32b 32b 32b
Compared to prevalent MPEG-x and H.26x video standard, the data 1 I ,nefc
dependency length of H.264/AVC is considerably long and need 110 Interface 10 Interface
much intermediate storage. Therefore, this highly data correlation 149Kb 19.2Kb LL
also leads to the design challenge on VLSI implementation in terms Slice SRAM 32b Slice SRAM Scheme .
of power consumption and memory cost. 32b bypass 32b CPS Unit i Q

registers 3k 1F registers
Figure 1 shows the system power profiling of our previous work VL-FIFO i 1 VL-FIFO

[3], and it can be noted that power reduction on the memory [Intr Loop Motion n r Loop . . Motion
k r~ FitrI IOmp IPelFilteri IOmphierarchy is worthy in the system point of view. In our previous work, |_________________

we apply three-level of memory hierarchy when considering the (A) (B)
spatial locality of memory access. In fact, H.264/AVC video FIGURE 2: THE CONVENTIONAL [3] (A) AND PROPOSED (B)
standard is characterized by a peculiar access locality since a high MEMORY HIERARCHY.
probability exists to access logically adjacent pixel in vertical
direction. In Figure 2(A), we allocate a line buffer (i.e. Slice SRAM)
for the storage with row of pixels. However, the introduced slice 2. MEMORY HIERARCHY
SRAM has an undesirable property since the memory size is
proportional to decoding frame width. Further, there is no need to 2.1 Three-level Memory Hierarchy
store all pixel data when the decoding process doesn't reference the
pixel value in vertical direction. Therefore, we propose a Cache-like In H.264/AVC decoding system, the total power budget is
Predicted Slice (CPS) unit to reduce the internal memory size in dominated by the power component due to accesses to memory. To
Figure 2(B). We apply lookahead scheme to forecast that whether the reduce power consumption on memory module, we aim at a memory
pixel data should be kept or not. In particular, we perform the line- hierarchy where copies of data from larger memories that exhibit
pixel-lookahead (LPL) scheme to pre-store pixel lines, and it high data-correlation are stored to additional layers of smaller
achieves large saving in the system power of a crucial part of memories In this way, the great part of data access is moved to
H.264/AVC. The idea of pre-storing is to predict data access needs in smaller memories and the significant power savings can be achieved
advance so a specific piece of data is stored in CPS memory before it since accesses to smaller level of memory hierarchy are less power
is actually needed by the follow-up decoding process. consumption [4]. Thus, we propose three-level memory hierarchy

named as MB memory, CPS unit and external SDRAM as depicted
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the three- in Figure 2.

level of memory hierarchy, especially concentrates on the second
level of CPS unit. Further, we address the memory power model we The first level of memory hierarchy contains variable-length
used. Section 3 explains proposed line-pixel-lookahead scheme that FIFO (VL-FIFO) and several registers in Figure 2. Particularly, VL-
it improves the memory access efficiency. In section 4, the gain of FIFO stores the pixels value with a size of one macroblock. It is
our methodology is analyzed in terms of miss rate and memory required to coordinate the different data paths. In H.264/AVC, the
power consumption including SRAM and SDRAM. Finally, section prediction path (e.g. intra prediction or motion compensation) and
5 summarizes our work and draws the conclusions, residual path (e.g. CAVLC/IZ/IQ/IDCT) produces the output data

with different timing budgets. The synchronization problem is
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develop a VL-FIFO to synchronize two paths prior to the deblocking TABLE 1: THE DATA ORGANIZATION OF SLICE MEMORY.
filter. Therefore, it constructs the first level of memory hierarchy in Memory Size
the H.264/AVC decoding system. Level Content Formula(bits) 108OHD

frame width = W MABCD |E|F|G|H|| W= Frame Width 4:2: 0, f=l
lI Deblocking filter's 4 X (W/f) X C. F. X

Upper Neighbor (B) upper neighborpixel 8 128.9Kb

Intra predictor's ir
B B+1 pp3pp3upper neighborpixel (/)xC.x8 3.K

CDi III II16x 61 01Motion vector'ssII MB6 qoqoqoo ub- upper neighborflag 9.6Kb

ij j | ||q2 q2 q21
block nC's (CAVLC) upper

I________q3_q3_q3_q3 I neighbor flag (W/4) X 5 2.4Kb

(A) (C) Macro CBP, MBType, ..etc
FIGURE 3: THE DATA CORRELATION OF UPPER NEIGHBOR (A) IN INTRA block (CABAC) upper (W/16)X10X16 19.2Kb

PREDICTION (B) AND DEBLOCKING FILTER (C). neighborflag
Total 190.8Kb

2.2 Cache-like Predicted Slice (CPS) Unitl
C.F. Chroma Format ({4:4:4, 4:2:2, 4:2:0} - C.F. = {3, 2, 2})

We exploit spatial locality of vertical pixels and syntax flag to f= correlationfactor, it will be determined in Section 3.
reduce the external memory access. It mimics the cache behavior and
acts as the second level of memory hierarchy in Figure 2, and we 2.3 Memory Power Modeling
name it as cache-like predicted slice (CPS) unit. Therefore, the
greater part of the accesses on SDRAM is moved to smaller CPS unit. To analyze the power consumption of proposed memory
In particular, the proposed CPS unit can be partitioned into two main hierarchy, we describe the power modeling to further achieve low
parts. One is the slice memory briefly introduced in [3] and another power consumption index. Particularly, the power consumption of
is the line-pixel-lookahead (LPL) scheme presented in Section 3. memory hierarchy can be considered as a summation of on-chip and

off-chip memory in Eq. (1). Further, memory accesses are the most
The slice memory prevents the data re-access from SDRAM, and power consuming operation [5]. The access power will dominates the

it utilizes the data dependency that the decoded pixel will be overall power budget on the internal memory. The power consumed
referenced by follow-up decoding procedure. In H.264/AVC, it on memory access is a function of memory size, the access frequency
adequately references the neighboring pixels to obtain a reliable and technology etc. In this paper, we assume that the on-chip power
predictor and reduces the prediction errors. However, this highly data is linearly proportional to the access frequency [6]. Therefore, the
correlation also leads to design challenges on VLSI implementation simplified power described by Eq. (2) suffices for the purpose of
in terms of transmission bandwidth and internal memory cost. The evaluating the power effect on memory hierarchy.
shaded region in Figure 3(A) shows the data dependency when the
decoding index is from B to B+l. Each square and point represents I = Po= hi + P P + (P ± P ± PB) (1)
16x16 MB and 4x4 sub-block respectively. Thus, the dependency
length is fixed at line of pixel (i.e. W). In Figure 3(B-C), there are _on-chip = 1access = faccess x F (Lengthword, # of word, Vdd) (2)
one and four lines required for the standardized decoding of intra
prediction and deblocking filter. As for off-chip memory, two SDRAMs [7] are allowed for

writing and reading reciprocally at the same time. However, the
The overall data organizations of slice memory are tabulated in power modeling becomes more complicated. Not only data access

Table 1. It can be considered as a data combination of pixel, 4x4 sub- but also IO and background power (e.g. pre-charge, active etc)
block and 16x16 MB level. Further, the content of slice memory should be concerned in the power calculation of off-chip memory.
includes the pixel data and syntax flag. In the pixel data, the size of We choose the system-power calculator [8] as off-chip power model.
slice memory is quite big, and it depends on the frame width which is Based on the power modeling of on-chip and off-chip memory, we
an undesirable property when the decoding resolution is increased. will show the simulation results of power reduction in Section 4.
We introduce a correlation factor f to reduce the memory size at a
penalty of slightly bandwidth increment. The detailed reduction on 3. LINE-PIXEL-LOOKAHEAD (LPL) SCHEME
slice memory will be explained in Section 3. As for syntax flag, it is
required keeping the flag since the entropy decoding of H.264/AVC We construct CPS unit to make a compromise between the access
will reference the previously decoded neighboring syntax flag. frequency on internal and external memory. In CPS unit, the major
H.264/AVC developed adaptive entropy coding method to achieve technique concentrates on the proposed line-pixel-lookahead (LPL)
high compression ratio. In particular, CAVLC adaptively selects scheme. LPL scheme improves memory access performance by
coding table by nC calculated from the coeff_tokens of neighboring exploiting spatial pixel locality. We look ahead before decoding the
block. CABAC adaptively estimates a large number of conditional next line of pixel and exploit spatial locality of vertical pixels to
probabilities through the neighboring syntax of MB_Type, CBP ..etc. improve the access efficiency. In the scope of this paper, we only
These adaptive schemes lead to the highly data dependency and extra focus on the pixel-level of storage content since it occupied a large
data storage for VLSI implementation. In sum, the total memory size portion of overall slice memory in Table 1. Therefore, deblocking
is about 190.8Kb when considering the H.264/AVC decoding with filter and intra prediction will be considered when developing LPL
1080HD resolution and 4:2:0 chroma format. algorithm.
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For enhancing memory access efficiency, LPL scheme has been 80---CW/8 WI4-aW/2--- L1.Mp

60 -a / X /proposed. The main idea of LPL scheme is that not all neighboring
pixels should be kept in the internal memory. In certain sequences,
most pixels are determined as a "horizontal-related prediction" in 20---

intra prediction or 'SKIP mode' in deblocking filter. There is no need 10 20 300 40 50 60 700 80

to keep them for follow-up decoding procedures. The data flow Memory size (bits)
representation of LPL scheme and the related pseudo code are FIUE7MSSRTANLISODFEETITRALEOYSZ.
depicted in Figure 4. The output request issued when the prediction FIUE7MSSRTANLISODFEETITRALEOYSZ.
miss is occurred. Two 2W-bit TAG buffers (W means frame width) 4 IUAIN EUT

are required to record each prediction tag and perceive the contrast4.SM LTO REUT
between Neighboring TAG (i.e. N. TAG) and Decoding TAG (i.e. D.

41MsRaeA lyi

TAG), where the N. TAG is equal to the previous D. TAG after 41Ms aeAayi
buffering one row of pixels. Based on the discussion in Section 2.2,

A coprdtthtaiinlsiemmry3]teitml

the deblocking filter and intra predictor generates corresponding Asorcompaedton the traduewitional pnlyoslicemmoy[3,theminsrtera
shulGb keprmtior not.rcs htwhte h et ieo ie

increment. Figure 7 depicts the miss rate analysis in 108OHD andshould be keptornot. ~~~~~~~CIF video resolution, and "uW" means that it's proportional to frame
In Figure 5, we take 4x4 intra prediction with a frame size of width (i.e. 000 of miss rate, that is not shown here). However, the

48x32 as an example. In the field of Neighboring TAG, we tag the miss rate increment also leads to the throughput degradation and
pixel data when a vertical prediction mode is applied. Further, the additional requirement of external bandwidth. Eq. (3) and (4) shows
un-tagged data will be discarded since the wen (see the slice memory the relationship between bandwidth and miss rate. Further, the access
in Figure 4(A)) will disable and we forecast that the following frequency is related to the access power consumption shown in Eq.
Decoding TAG is equal to the upper neighboring one. Thus, the size (2). Therefore, we have to reduce the access bandwidth and thus
of slice memory can be reduced. But, we may introduce an error of reduce power consumption on internal and external memory.
prediction and term it as a miss in this paper. The miss rate is a

of4 sblckaess bys frm(3poaiiythat represents the number of miss over the one row of Bandwidth(Bytes/sec) # o4xsu-lcaceesx16 b _xe rae 3
TAG. In this case, 16.70o (i.e. 2/12) of miss rate is the penalty whenfrm xsu-lc se

reducing the size of internal memory. Therefore, we analyze the miss
of4 sblckaess ofwiecess+

rate and make a compromise between internal memory cost and #o44sbbokacse f~eacse (4)
external data bandwidth (or power consumption) in Section 4. #of read accesses x miss rate
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